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Electrical Pumping of Color Center Lasers
ROBERT W. BOYD, MICHELLE S. MALCUIT, AND KENNETH J. TEEGARDEN

Abstract-This paper presents an assessment of the feasibility of using
electrical pumping to achieve laser action in color centers in the alkali
halides. We discuss mainly the self-trapped exciton in the alkali halides,
which is a prime candidate for such a pumping scheme because
it is
known to produce strong electroluminescence. The theory
of electrical contacts to insulating crystalsis reviewed, as is the theory of spacecharge-limited currents in insulators. I t is shown that sufficient energy
can be delivered to an alkali halide crystal by a space-charge-limited
current to reach the threshold for laser action. We present experimental evidence which demonstrates that when ohmic contact is made to
a KI single crystal, large space-charge-limited currents canflow. Finally,
from the measured value of the electroluminescent intensity we infer
the value of the population inversion achieved through electrical pumping of KI with blocking contacts.

I. INTRODUCTION
OLOR center lasers have proven to be a versatile source
of tunable radiation for the near infrared spectral region
[ l ] andthere is hopethatthis
region of coverage can be
extended to both longer andshorter wavelengths. All color
center lasers thus far developed have been pumped optically,
often by a large and expensive gas ion laser. The usefulness
ofcolorcenter
lasers would begreatly increased if it were
possible to pumpthem electrically. Also,therearecolor
centers that cannot be pumped optically because of the lack
ofsuitablepump sources. Electrical pumpingcould extend
the range of color center lasers into the visible and near ultraviolet. This paper presents a theoretical study of electrically
pumped color center lasers, and demonstrates that it is possible to deliver enough electrical energy to a colorcenter
laser crystal to reach thethresholdfor
laser action. Also
included is a discussion of relevant experimental results.
Electrically pumped solid-state lasers already exist, of course,
intheform ofsemiconductordiode
lasers. In these lasers,
current is passed through a forward biased p-n junction, and
lasing occurs by electron-hole recombination radiation. Tunability is limited to the extent that the bandgap energy can be
modified by some external parameter, such as temperature or
pressure.
In a colorcenter laser, tunabilityresultsfromthe
large
homogeneouslybroadened emission linewidth. Color center
lasers are conventionally used as optically pumped lasers, using
the pumping scheme shown in Fig. 1.
A potentially more efficient pumping scheme
involves impact excitation by a current passing through the crystal. The
phenomenon of electroluminescence [2] - [ 8 ] is wellestablished
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Fig. 1. Schematicconfiguration-coordinate
diagram. Theparabolic
curves represent the energies of the ground and excited states
as a
function of effective interatomic distance, with the horizontal
lines
corresponding to discrete vibrational levels of the lattice. The system
is excited from level 1 to level 2 by absorption of a photon, followed
byatransitionto
level 3 via phonon emission. Optical emission
occurs in the transition
to level 4, and the system relaxes back to
level 1 with further phonon emission.

in the alkali halides. It hasbeen foundthatcertaincolor
centers can be excited by the application of a transient electrical field ofmagnitudebetween
IO4 and lo5 V/cm. Measurements of emission spectra show that in pure crystals an
intrinsic emission due to the recombination of electrons with
self-trapped holes is excited by the electric field. Heavy metal
impurities such as Ag or T1 can also be excited by this method
[9] , [IO]. These colorcenters luminesce in the visible and
ultraviolet. No attempt has been made to observe electroluminescence from infrared emitting centers, but the
general
principles involving electroluminescence in the visible and the
ultraviolet should also be applicable in the infrared.
Thepresent
paper deals primarily withtheself-trapped
exciton because in the alkali halides this center is most easily
excited with an electric field. In addition, there exist centers
which are closely related to the self-trappedexciton and which
are also candidates
for
electrically pumped laser action.
Heavy metalimpuritiesinthe
alkali halides display electroluminescence whichmay be due tohost-sensitized luminescence
resulting from a resonant interaction between the self-trapped
excitonandtheimpurity.It
is knownthat such a transfer
can take place when the trapped exciton is excited optically
[l I ] . Energy transferbetweentrappedexcitonsand
near
infrared emitting color centers should
also be possible.
Opticallypumped laser action involving theself-trapped
exciton in KBr has been reported by Fink [ 121 . The observed
emission wavelength is different, however, from that of the
intrinsic luminescence of KBr [ 131 and it thus appears likely
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that the laser action is in fact due to some impurity effect,
such as a self-trapped exciton perturbed by a lattice vacancy
or an impurity.Inaddition,
electricallypumpedultraviolet
laser action in NaCl has been described in a very brief report
by Vorob’ev et al. [ 141 .

11. THE PHYSICS OF SELF-TRAPPED EXCITONS
As in other materials, excitons in the alkali halides consist
ofbound
hole-electronpairs.
A mobileexcitonmaybe
thought of as an excited negative ion, and consists of an electron in an orbital around a neutral halogen atom ( X ) and its
surroundingnearest-neighborpositiveions.
The charge on
theseions is unbalanced as aconsequenceof the excitation
and provides a long-range Coulomb potential which binds the
electron. The hole can be thought ofas the absence of an electron in the normallyclosed outer shellofthe negative ion.
The self-trapping,orlocalization,ofamobileexcitonhas
beenelegantlydescribedbySeitz
[ 151 . Aneutralhalogen
atom on a normal lattice site is unstable. The hole is used to
formacovalent
bondwithaneighboring
negative ion, and
consequently an excited (X$-)* molecule is formed in a position centered on a negative-ion lattice site with its axis along
the (1 10) direction in the crystal, as is shown in Fig. 2. The
formation of this molecule occurs in a few picoseconds while
the electron is stillinitsexcitedorbital.
The accompanying
lattice relaxation reduces the energy of the exciton and traps
itata
single latticesite.This
is theself-trappedexciton.
It should be noted that since a halogen ion in its ground state
X - is isoelectronic with a rare gas atom, bonding between an
excited negative ion and one in
the ground state to form an
(X,”-)* moleculeis similar to theformationofexcimersin
the rare gases. Also, if a negative ion is ionized to forma
neutral atom, it will form an X i molecule oriented along the
(1 10) direction. This is also known as the Vk center. Thus,
a self-trapped exciton can
also be thought of as a V , center
that has trapped an electron.
An excitedmoleculereturns to itsground state whenthe
electronrecombineswiththehole.Thiscanoccurwiththe
emissionofa
photon ifthetemperature
is lowenough to
eliminatethermaldecayprocesses.
The X i - molecule is
unstable in its ground
state; when the electron and hole recombine strongPauli
repulsive andelectrostatic
repulsive
forces return the X - ions to their equilibrium positions in the
lattice.Thisprocess
is alsothought to takeplaceinafew
picoseconds. Thus, the life cycle of the exciton
is 1) excitation ofthe negative ion, 2) relaxation tothe self-trapped
exciton state in a few picoseconds with the emission of phonons, 3) decay of the excited electron to give an X i - molecule in its ground state with perhaps the emission of a photon
and, 4) relaxation of the X,”- radical to form two separated
X - ionssituatedatnormallatticesites.Thiscyclecanbe
represented by a configuration coordinate diagram, as is shown
in Fig. 1, where the ground and excited states of the X ; - have
beenplotted as afunctionoftheseparationbetweenthe
negative ions.
Self-trapped excitons luminesce at sufficiently low temperature, usually below 80 K. The spectrum of the luminescence
in many cases consists of two bands in the visible and near

Fig. 2. Structure of the self-trapped exciton in an alkali halide lattice,
denoted ( X i - ) * in the text, whereX denotes any halogen.

ultraviolet. The highest energy emission is usually characterizedbyadecaytimeof
a few nanoseconds,while the low
energybanddecaysina
few microseconds. The heightsof
the two emission bands vary for different alkali halides. The
emissionspectrumof
the self-trappedexcitonin
KI is presented in Fig. 3 as an example. The decay times of the shortwavelength emission bands of KI,
RbI, and CsI are given in
Table I.
Detailed studies of both the polarizations and decay times
of the emission bands confirmthe molecular model of the selftrapped exciton presented above. On the basis of polarization
studies,KablerandPatterson
[ 161 have assigned the highenergy emission band to the E; state, and have suggested
thatthe long-lived emission is due to atripletstate.This
assignment is also consistent with the observed decay times.

’

OF INSULATORS
111. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Large peak electrical powers must be
delivered to a crystal
containing electroluminescent color centers in order
to reach
the threshold for laser action. Thus, this section is devoted to
a discussion ofthe electrical properties of insulating crystals.

Contacts to Insulators
Electricalcontactbetweenaconductingmetaland
the
insulating crystal must be established in order to pass currents
throughthecrystal.Thetheoryofsuchcontactshasbeen
reviewed by several authors [17] -[20] . Acontactcanbe
classified as either blocking or ohmic, depending upon whether
ornotthecontactproducesanasymmetriccurrent-voltage
relation. Ideally, it is possible to predict the type of contact
that will be formed from the relative values of the work function Qm of the metal and the work functionQ of the insulator:
for Qm > 9, the contact will be blocking for the injection of
electrons while for Grn < Q, thecontact will beohmic.In
practice, the presence of surface states prevents this rule from
being universally valid.
The distinction between ohmic and blocking contacts
is illustrated in Fig. 4. For the case of an ohmic contact, electrons
flow from the metal into the insulator,establishing a region of
negative space charge within the insulator and a corresponding
surface layer of positive charge within the metal. This space
charge produces a built-in electric field,
raising the electronic
energy levels within the insulator relative to those within the
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Fig. 3. Optical emission spectrum of the self-trapped exciton in KI at
80 K. Both the single band at 4.2 eV and the triplet band at 3.3 eV
are present.
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Fig. 4. (a) An ohmic contact is formed between a metal of work function Qm and an insulator of work function Q > Qm. Note the establishment of a negative space change region and a built-in electric field.
(b) A blocking contact is formed between a metal of work function
&,. and an insulator of work function Q <

am.

TABLE I
Theexactformofthe
electric field distributionwithina
OPTICAL
PROPERTIES
OF POTENTIAL
LASER
TRANSITIONS
INVOLVING
THE
blocking
contact
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SELF-TRAPPED
EXCITON
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d , known as anexhaustionlayer,
to move intothemetal,
leaving behinda space charge of immobile ionized traps of
density p = eN. If a negativebias potential ofmagnitude
V,, with V, >> @m - @,is applied across the contact, the
form of the field andpotential within theinsulator can be
found by solving Poisson's equation. The width of the exhaustion region is found tobe equal to (in CGS units)

4.7 X 10l6

metal. The negativespace charge region within the insulator
acts as a reservoir of electrons, allowing the unrestricted flow
of current between the metaland the insulator.
For the case of a blocking contact, electrons flow from the
insulator into the metal. This produces a positive space charge
in the insulator and a negative surface layer in the metal. The
built-in electric field produces in this case a potential barrier,
which leads to an asymmetric current-voltage relation.
In practice, it is found that it is often difficult to establish
ohmiccontactto an insulating crystal. Ohmic contacts are
in many ways desirable, since they allow the passage of large
currentsthroughthe
crystal. However, blocking contacts
have the desirable property that an applied potential appears
over a small distance in the vicinity of the contact, leading to
large electric field strength that can enhance the efficiency of
the electroluminescence.

where E is the dielectric constant of the insulator. Within the
exhaustion layer (0 S x S d ) the potential varies as

2rrNe
V(x) = -(x - d)2
E

where the distance x is measured into the insulator, and the
electric field varies as

E(x) = E, (1

-

):

where the maximum field occurs at the boundary x = 0 and
is given by

8nNeVo

Eo =-

(
7
)

A different type of barrier region, often known as a Rosetype barrier [21], is obtained ifitisassumed
that the traps
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areuniformlydistributedinenergy,and
thatthe number
density of ionized traps is proportional to the local value of
the electrostatic potential, as would be the case if the traps
were being ionized bytheappliedfield.Denoting
the number density of traps per unit energy interval as N ’ , the charge
density in the depletionregion (x > 0) is given by

p ( x ) = e N V(x),

(5)

the potential in the depletion
region is given by

~ ( x=)V0e-”ld

(6)

where

and the electric field strengthis given by
vO e - x / d .
E(x) = d

Thus, an important distinction between a
Rose and a MottSchottky barrier is that the maximum electric field variesas
Vo for the former, but as VA12 for the latter.

Electrical Conductivity
In mostinsulators thecontributiontothe
electricalconductivity predicted by Ohm’s law J = oE is negligible, but an
additionalmechanismexistsforthetransport
of current
through the insulator. This mechanism
involves the injection
of electrons into the conduction band of the insulator at the
negative electrode and the transport of the electrons through
the crystal due to the applied electric field. This process will
be efficient onlyif ohmic contact has been madeto the crystal.
The current density that flows under these circumstances
is
called space-charge limited. This process is analogous to that
taking place in a space-charge-limitedvacuum diode.
Space-charge-1imite.d currentsintrap-freeinsulatorswere
firstpredicted byMott and Gurney[I71 , who derived an
expression for the current density,in units of A - cm-2, as
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for ZnS and by Paracchini [4] for the alkali halides, and have
beenshown
tobeuntenable.Thehypothesisthat
direct
excitation or direct ionization of the emitting centers by the
appliedpotential is the cause ofelectroluminescence is untenable because the field strength required by this mechanism
(-IO7 V/cm) is greatly in excess of that which is observed to
produceelectroluminescence.Excitation
by the injectionof
minority carriers at the electrodes, which later recombine with
majority carriers, is untenable because electroluminescence is
observed from a given electrode on both halves of a sinusoidal
applied voltage.
A model based onthe impactexcitationmechanismthat
describes many of theobserved features of electroluminescence
hasbeendeveloped
by Piper and Williams [23] andAlfrey
andTaylor [24]. Thismodel assumes thatthe electroluminescence is excited within a Mott-Schottky exhaustion region.
The application of a strong electric field
(-IO5 V/cm) fieldionizes electrons trapped at deep (-0.2 eV from the conduction bandedge)electrontraps.Thesefreedelectronsare
accelerated by the applied field, leading to the excitation of
luminescence.AlfreyandTaylorshow
thatthenumber
of
photons released per half cycle ofthe applied potential (which
need not be sinusoidal) of peakvalue Vo is given by

where A is some constant, n is aparameteroforder
unity
determined by the energy distribution of deep traps, and the
parameter CY is given by

a=- WE

8nNe21

where W is the excitation energy of the luminescence, 1 is the
electron mean-free path in the material, and N is the density
of shallow donors, i.e., of donors that are thermally ionized
even in the absence of an applied field.
Several alternative predictions of the voltage dependence of
theintensity of electroluminescence have been derived by
usingdifferentassumptionsregardingtheexcitationmechanism.
Alfrey
and
Taylor
[24] have shown that if the
mechanism involves the thermalexcitationoftrappedelectrons, the luminescent yield will be given by (10) with y1 = 1.
Paracchini
[4] hastreatedthe
case ofelectroluminescence
where p is the electron mobility in cm2 * V-’ . s-l and D is
excited
by
injected
electrons
within
a Rose-type barrier.
He
thedistancebetween
the electrodes in centimeters. For exfinds
that
the
luminescent
yield
scales
with
the
internal
field
ample, for E = IO, /J = 100 cm2 * V-l * s-’ ,D = 0.01 cm, and
V , = 500 V, (9) predicts a current density of 20 A * cm-2. strength E as E312 e-btE for some constant b if the average
Rose [ 151 has treated thecase of an insulator containing traps, energy of a free electron is less than the threshold energy for
varies as Ell2 e-‘/-@ in theopposite
and has found that the current densityis decreased in this case impactionizationand
limit.
by a factor n/nt, where n and nt denote the number densities
of free and bound electrons, respectively. Experimental studies
V. CONDITIONS FOR LASEROPERATION
have verified the existence of space-charge-limited currents in
insulators [I91 , [22].
This section presents a calculation of the threshold population inversion andelectrical pump powerrequired for laser
IV. ELECTRICAL EXCITATION
OF LUMINESCENCE
oscillation in an alkali halide laser crystal.
Thissectionoutlinestherathersketchy
level ofcurrent
We define Pin tobetheinput
electricalpowerand
Pout
understanding of excitation mechanisms of electroluminescence
to be theoutputoptical
power dueto fluorescence atthe
in insulators.
threshold of laser action. These powers are related by
Impactexcitationoftheemittingcenter
seems to be the
pout = VelPin
mostlikelysourceofelectroluminescence.Other
possible
= VexcVPin
(1 2 )
mechanisms have been considered by Piper and Williams [ 2 3 ]
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wherewe have expressed the electrical efficiency vel as the
product of anexcitation efficiency vexc and aluminescent
quantum efficiency 77. These latter
two
quantities
give,
respectively, the fraction of the input energy converted into
theexcitation of the fluorescing levels and thefraction of
these levels thatactually decay radiatively. Thequantity is
thus related to the observed luminescent decay time r and to
the radiative lifetime Trad of the fluorescing level by

Single crystals of KI, obtained from the Harshaw Chemical
Company, were cleaved to a sizeof 1 X 1 X 0.05 cm3 and
were then thinned in a saturated solution of KI in water to a
thickness of -0.01 cm.
The electrical properties of such crystals with In contacts
were studiedby measuring thecurrent versusvoltage relations for an applied ac potential in the range 0-2000 V. These
measurements were performed in vacuum ata pressureof
-1 X
torr. Electrical contacts produced by freezing
7 = vrrad.
(13)
molten In onto the KI crystal were found to be initially blockThe gain coefficient per pass (at the peak of the gain curve) ing. However, ohmic contacts could be “formed” by applying
for radiation passing through a medium of refractive index a , a large pulsed voltage as has been described for ZnS by Alfrey
population inversion (per unit volume) A N , and length L is andCooke [26]. The results forthecurrentdensity
versus
given as 112.51
applied potential are shown in Fig. 5. The data shown in the
lower curve were taken before the electrodes underwent the
forming process. Thecurrent in this case was out of phase
with the applied potential and itsmagnitude depended linearly
where h is the wavelength of the radiation and Av is the full upon that of the applied potential. We thus believe that this
width at half maximum of the line shape function (which is current results fromthe capacitance ofour samples and in
assumed to be Lorentzian). The threshold condition is that y fact, the estimated capacitance (-1 pF) of our samples is sufbe equal to the negative of the natural logarithm of the frac- ficient to account for the observed current. The other curves
tional ioss per pass. Equation (4) wasused to calculate the show datatakenon twodifferent samples after ohmic convaluesof
thethresholdpopulation
inversion A N given in tacts were formed as described above. Thesecurrents are in
Table I, under the conditions y = 1, L = 1 cm, and the assump- phase withandexhibita
nearly quadratic dependence upon
tion 77 = 1.
the applied ac voltage. We thus believe that these currents are
The fluorescent outputpower at threshold is given by
space-charge-limited. The magnitudeof thecurrentdensity
obtainedwithohmic contacts varied greatly from sample to
ANkvQ
pout = ___
sample,
but always showed a nearly quadratic dependence on
Trad
voltage. This variation is probably due to the lack of control
where kv is the energy of a radiated photon, !2 is the volume over the forming process. The maximum currentdensity
of the active medium, and where we have assumed the case of obtained to date is with ohmic contacts and is -0.1 5 A/cm’ ;
an ideal four-level laser so that the upper level population is however, electroluminescence has been observed only with
equal to the population inversion. By combining (12), (14), blocking contacts. Measurements at still higher current densiand (15) the input electrical power can be related to the other ties with ohmic contacts are being planned.
physical quantities by
With In or Ag electrodes as blocking contacts,electroluminescence was observed for ac field strengths greater than
47r2n2LikvyAv
p. =
-lo4 V . cm-l. The electroluminescence measurements were
In
Lh2ve1
performed with the crystal immersed in liquid nitrogen, both
The geometry of the laser that we envisage has planar elec- to provide electrical insulation and because the decay of the
trodes of area A = wL placed on the large surfaces of a thin self-trappedexciton
is radiative at this temperature.The
crystal of thickness D. A voltage V , is applied between these luminescence was excited by a voltage pulse whose magnitude
electrodes, inducing acurrent I to flow andapower Pi, = was variable over the range 500-2500 V and whose length was
VoI to be delivered to the crystal. The current per unit area 200 ns with a rise and fall time of -10 ns. The luminescence
of electrode that must flow in order for the threshold condifromthecrystal
was then measured with a calibrated EM1
tion (16) t o be met is then
9558Q photomultiplier tube. The effective population inversion T A N can then be inferred, using (15), from the measured
4 ~ n2
’ DkvyAv
luminescent
intensity as long as the centers are excited in a
J=
(1 7)
LA’velVo
’
timeshortcompared t o theirluminescent decay time. This
condition is best met for the long-lived long-wavelength band,
Atypical value of the required currentdensitycanbeobtained by adopting the data listed in Table I for the KI (I:-)* and in Fig. 6 we show V A N for this band as a function of the
center, and choosing the values D = 0.01 cm, L = 1 cm, V , = applied field strength EA = V,/D. Our data are in good agreeof (10) with n = 0, which applies
2000 V, and the idealization vel = 1 to obtain the result J = ment with the prediction
to
excitation
within
a
Mott-Schottky
barrier. However, we
20 A * cm-’ . Currents of this magnitude have been observed
are also able to obtain fairly good agreement when we fit our
in the insulator CdS [22].
datatothefunctional
form V A N a e-biE, which could be
VI.EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
encountered for a Rose-type
barrier. To date, the maximum
In this section we present preliminary experimental results valueof VAN obtained is -3 X 10l1 ~ m - ~In . an effort to
for the electrical conductivity and electroluminescent intensity improve this number we have examined the effect of different
of KI with indium or silver electrodes. KI was chosen for this contact material. Silver conducting paint was used; this gave
work because it is known to electroluminescence strongly [ 2 ] . slightly less light output, but the slope of the In qAN versus
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so that it is very close to breakdown. It can be seen from (10)
that the V n factor will become increasingly dominant as the
applied potential is increased. Investigations arecurrently
being carried out in our laboratory at
higher field strengths.

Ohmic Contacis
Slope = I 71

10-2i
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blocking and the applied potential is much greater than the
contactpotential.Further
investigations are planned using
evaporated contacts where surface effects will be more controlled. Also, to reach a population inversion closer to that
needed for laser threshold. the field strength
must be increased
"
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Abstract-We have constructed and compared high peak power YAGCONCAVE
pumped dye lasers using a variety of beam expansion methods, particuP E Y
GRATING
larly the Cassegrainian telescope, grazing-incidence, andachromaticprismbeamexpander
designs. We find that the Cassegrainiandesign
offers a modest advantage over the conventional Hinsch or refractive
telescope design in larger magnification and hence, narrower linewidth,
while retaining several inherent drawbacks in cost, alignment difficulty,
andamplifiedspontaneous
emission (ASE) problems. New problems
specific to the Cassegrainiandesign inhigh-poweroperationinclude
limited wavelength range of the telescope secondary and a severe difWe conclude
fractiongrating damage mechanismduringalignment.
that, on the whole, the Hinsch and Cassegrainian designs offer roughly
design
equal
performance.
By comparison, the grazing-incidence
I
\
offers significant advantages in cost, ease of alignment, and linewidth
\
CONVEXwithout an etalon, but with reductions efficiency,
in
power output, and
SECONDARY
in some cases,wavelength stability. Our final judgmentisthatfor
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Cassegrain dye laser. Notshown is
high-power multimodeoperation,thefour-prismachromaticbeam
the cylindrical lens c f = 50 mm), with power in the z-direction, used
to the other designs. For single-mode
expanderisgenerallysuperior
tofocusthe
z-polarized pumpbeam.
Also, withdyessuchas
operation,however,the
prismdesign is rivaled by several ingenious
Rhodamine 6G, the grating was aligned with its lines pointing in the
grazing-incidence variations.
y-direction and rotated about the y-axis for most efficient operation.
(The grating is drawn asabove for illustrative purposes only.) The
dye active region is the dark solid area.

INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, Beiting andSmithintroduced a Pulsed dye
laser cavityemploying
anon-axis reflective Cassegrain
telescope in Place ofthe refractive telescope beamexpander
used in the Hiins& dye laser oscillator [21 (see Fig. 1). This
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new design held the potential to overcome several drawbacks
of the Hansch design. First,thenearlyaberration-free on-axis
Cassegrain telescope allowed simple construction of a high
quality achromatic beam expander at very low cost in optics,
incontrasttothe
expensive (-$1000) multielementachromatic refractive telescope. SeCond, the availability of ‘‘microoptics” [3], [4] permittedthefabrication of compact high
magnification devices promising moreefficient, higher resohtion laser operation with less amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE). Third, Beiting and Smith reported that the new
design admitted a simpler alignment
procedure
thedid
than
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